This paper evaluates the robustness of rankings obtained from composite indices that combine information from two or more components via a weighted sum. It examines the empirical prevalence of robust comparisons using the method proposed by Foster, McGillivray and Seth (2010) . Indices examined are the Human Development Index, the Index of Economic Freedom and the Environmental Performance Index. Key theoretical results demonstrate links between the prevalence of robust comparisons, Kendall's tau rank correlation coefficient, and statistical association across components. Implications for redundancy among index components are also examined.
I. Introduction
It is common for indices based on multiple dimensions to take the form of a simple weighted sum of component indicators. Indices of this type are found in many different contexts, including the assessment of levels of human development, globalization, environmental sustainability, and freedom, and their associated rankings often receive enormous attention. 1 This is particularly true of human development or well-being indices, which are frequently cited by some national governments as evidence of the success of their policies and criticized or stubbornly ignored by others. A well-known index of this type is the traditional Human Development Index (HDI), values of which have been published annually by the United Nations Development Program since 1990 (UNDP, 1990 (UNDP, -2008 . 2 Despite their usefulness, composite indices are subject to a number of limitations, and questions can arise about the reliability of the orderings they provide. 3 One central issue concerns the choice of weights, which embody the relative importance attached to each component in the index. Weights can be set using a variety of approaches, including normative judgments, statistical methods, and rules of thumb. 4 A careful examination reveals, however, that there is usually a multiplicity of weighs consistent with the underlying principles or methods employed, and that the final selection is to some extent arbitrary. Many indices simply employ equal weights, and hence are arithmetic means of the achievements or components on which they are based. The HDI is one example of an index having this weighting scheme. The selection of equal weights is often justified as a least imperfect option, one that is likely to attract the least criticism, or a useful initial position when information on the relative importance of components is lacking. 5 While these arguments have some practical merit, they may not carry enough force to rule out alternative weighting structures that place somewhat higher relative weights on certain components. And if other plausible weighting structures are found to yield different orderings, it would follow that the original orderings are not unambiguous or robust. 1 In general, a composite index is formed when several indicators are aggregated into a single index; see Nardo et al. (2005) for example of composite indices. The aggregation across indicators need not be linear, but we focus on the most common type of composite index in the present paper. The term composite indicator is often used instead of composite index. We have opted for the latter term for two reasons. First, in multidimensional analysis, the term indicator is used to denote a component of a dimension (See, UNDP, 2010, p. 215) . Secondly, the well-known composite indices that are subject of our discussion use the term 'index' instead of 'indicator', such as the Human Development Index, the Environmental Performance Index, the Global Peace Index. 2 The latest Human Development Report (HDR 2010) presents a new HDI based upon the geometric mean rather than a simple average of its three indicators. Our approach can be applied to this new index as well as any other indices that are monotonic transformations of composite indices, such as the Human Poverty Index (HPI), the Gender-related Development Index (GDI), and the Inequality-adjusted Human Development Index (IHDI) -all developed by the UNDP. See Foster et al. (2009) and the discussion below on data transformations. 3 See Saisana et al. (2005) , Permanyer (2009) , , and Foster et al. (2009) . 4 See Decancq and Lugo (2008) and Nardo et al. (2005) for a discussion on various approaches for setting weights. 5 See, for example, Esty et al. (2005: 66) .
This applies not just to equal weights, but to any situation in which doubts remain about the relative importance of each component. For example, weights based on statistical methods allow arbitrariness to enter via the choice of method (and data) used to derive the weight.
The possibility of arbitrary weights suggests a need for evaluating the robustness of comparisons generated by composite indices, an issue that has recently been addressed in a number of studies. Nardo et al. (2005) and Saisana et al. (2005) , for example, emphasize that there are many sources of uncertainty, including the choice of weights, that together lead to a distribution of values around the original composite value. They show how this distribution might be estimated using Monte Carlo methods and use a similar technique to evaluate the extent to which alternative orderings deviate from the original ordering. McGillivray and Noorbakhsh (2007) evaluate the effect of changing weights on the HDI by calculating rank correlations between the original HDI country ranks and the ranks found using alternative weights. consider a simultaneous change in the weights, the normalizations of dimensional variables, and the functional form of the composite index, and find conditions under which an original comparison will be preserved. Their use of alternative aggregation procedures goes beyond the question considered here and results in somewhat stronger but less applicable criteria. 6 Foster, McGillivray and Seth (2010) focus purely on changing weights for composite indices, and differentiate between the case where a ranking is reversed by plausible changes to the initial vector of weights from the case where a ranking is robust to all such changes. 7 The key to their approach is a set of allowable weighting vectors about the original weighting vector, whose shape is motivated by the epsilon-contamination model from decision theory. They provide necessary and sufficient conditions under which a given comparison is robust to an allowable change in weights, and then show how the size of the largest set allowing robust comparisons yields a natural measure of the robustness of a given comparison. An application to HDI data suggests that the approach can be helpful in evaluating the robustness of comparisons involving composite indices.
The present paper explores in greater depth the empirical usefulness of this approach. It begins by analyzing the prevalence of robustness for several well known composite indices and their respective datasets. We note that comparisons from certain datasets are much more likely 6 They also rely upon a rather specific form for normalizing the dimensional variables, which lessens the generality of their results.
to be robust than comparisons from others, and explore several characteristics of a dataset that could plausibly be linked to the prevalence of robust comparisons. Of particular interest is the relationship between robustness and the statistical association between component variables.
We provide theorems that point to a close relationship between the prevalence of full robustness and the Kendall Tau measure of rank correlation (Kendall and Gibbons, 1990) , while a third establishes a link with "association increasing rearrangements" (Boland and Proschan, 1988) .
These results shed new light on the role of inter-dimensional association in multidimensional measurement. Previous research argued that high correlations or association between component variables are undesirable as they are indicative of statistical redundancy, which occurs when any one component provides largely the same ranking as the index as a whole (McGillivray, 1991 and White, 1993) . The current paper finds that from a rank robustness perspective high association between components is a positive rather than negative attribute of composite indices.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section II presents the robustness approach of along with the needed notation and definitions. Section III examines the prevalence of robustness for three well-known composite indices. Section IV provides several theorems on the prevalence of robustness and, in particular, investigates how the statistical association between components can affect robustness. Section V considers the link between redundancy of dimensions and the rank robustness of the associated composite indexs. Section VI concludes.
II. Rank Robustness
We begin with some notation and definitions. achievements in x  X using the weights in w  . We assume that an initial weighting vector w 0   satisfying w 0 >> 0 has already been selected; this fixes the specific composite index C0: X   defined as C0(x) = C(x;w 0 ) for all x  X. The HDI, for example, can be viewed as a composite index C0 over D = 3 human development achievement levels x = (x1, x2, x3) of health, education, and income in a country, where weights are given by w 0 = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3), or the equal weighting structure. In words, the HDI gauges a country's level of development according to a simple arithmetic mean of variables that measure "a long and healthy life", "knowledge" and "a decent standard of living" (UNDP, 2009, p. 208) . 8 The associated strict ordering of achievement vectors in X will be denoted by C0, so that x C0 y holds if and only if C0(x) > C0(y).
The conclusion x C0 y indicates that x has a higher composite value than y at the initial weighting vector, but does not ensure that this ranking will be preserved at other plausible vectors. For example, in the 2004 HDI data, we see that Ireland's value exceeds Canada's for w 0 = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3), but the ranking reverses if the weights are changed to w = (1/2, 1/4, 1/4). In contrast, Australia's HDI value exceeds Sweden's by the same margin, and yet the ranking is never reversed at any other weighting vector in . The robustness analysis of Foster et al. (2010) is designed to address this issue -to discern the relative robustness of a given comparison and to derive an intuitive measure of robustness. We now outline some of its key methods and findings. There is also a straightforward method for checking when x C  y holds, namely
, as before, while the full robustness condition x C1 y is equivalent to vector dominance x > y.
As  rises from 0 to 1, the set   expands from {w 0 } to  and the condition x C  y becomes more stringent. For any ranking x C0 y let r be the maximum value of for which x C  y holds.
This is a natural measure of robustness for x C0 y that corresponds to the largest set   (and the lowest possible level of confidence ) for which there will be no reversals of the ranking. The robustness measure r can be used in a number of ways. First, it can be applied to a specific composite index to evaluate the robustness level of a given ranking (say, rejecting its conclusion if robustness is too low) or, alternatively, to determine the relative levels of robustness of several comparisons. Second, it can be used across different composite indices to compare their aggregate robustness properties. Foster, McGillivray, and Seth (2010) focuses on the first type of application; this paper explores the second. Of particular interest is the distribution (or prevalence) of robustness values for a given composite index (and dataset). In practice, are certain composite indices more robust than others and, if so, why? We now turn to the definitions and the concepts needed to address this type of question.
III. Prevalence of Robustness
The practical implementation of a composite index requires both an initial weighting , 2006) . Without loss of generality, we assume that no two objects have identical composite index levels, and reorder them such that C0(
equivalently ˆiˆj x C0 x for all i < j. This assumption is satisfied for each of the composite indices considered in this paper.
ˆi xˆjˆiˆj x for which the ranking x C0 and Consider any pair Prevalence functions for these composite indices are shown in Figure 1 with p(r)
presented in percentage terms. Each function is downward-sloping, reflecting the fact that as r rises, the number of comparisons that can be made by Cr is lower (or no higher). As r falls to zero, all functions achieve the 100% comparability arising from C0; in the other direction, the value of p(r) at r = 1 is the percentage of the comparisons involving vector dominance, and hence are fully robust. There is, interestingly, a wide variation in p(1) across each composite index under consideration. It is clearly highest for the HDI, with p(1) being 69.8 percent for the 2004 dataset and 71.5 percent for 1998. Put differently, 69.8 percent and 71.5 percent of pair-10 National achievement in per capita income is measured by PPP GDP per capita, that in health is measured by years of life expectancy, and in education by a weighted average of adult literacy and mean years of schooling (UNDP, 2006) . 11 The ten dimensions are government size, property rights, freedom from corruption and freedoms with respect to business, trade, fiscal, monetary, investment, financial and labor. 12 For the six-component EPI, we consider the five sub-components of the ecosystem vitality component: air pollution, water (ecosystem), production of natural resources, biodiversity and habitat, and climate change. The initial weighting structure in this case is (0.5, 0.025, 0.075, 0.075, 0.075, 0.25). For the eight-component FPI, we further consider three sub-components of the environmental health component: environment burden of diseases, water (health), and pollution. The initial weighting structure in this case is (0.25, 0.125, 0.125, 0.025, 0.075, 0.075, 0.075, 0.25) . Finally, for the ten-component EPI is obtained by dividing the biodiversity and habitat sub-component into three further sub-sub-components: forestry, fishery, and agriculture. The initial weighting structure in this case is: (0.25, 0.125, 0.125, 0.025, 0.075, 0.075, 0.025, 0.025, 0.025, 0.25). wise HDI comparisons are fully robust in 2004 and 1998, respectively. 13 The value of p(1) for EPI2 rankings is 47.3%. It is much lower for the remaining indices, with 4.2%, 3.0%, 1.5% and 6.5% being the p(1) values for EPI6, EPI8, EPI10 and IEF, respectively. 
IV. Prevalence, Transformation, and Statistical Association
The above examples suggest a number of factors that might affect robustness, including the number of variables, the particular normalization or scale of the variables, and the correlation (or association) among variables. This section provides a theoretical exploration of some of these factors. We identify certain basic transformation of data that leave the prevalence functions fixed; the resulting analysis sheds light on the potential roles of the number of variables and their normalizations. We then consider changes that increase the association among variables, and show how they lead to increases in the prevalence of fully robust comparisons, although not necessarily in the overall prevalence function.
Fixed Robustness and Transformations
Our first transformations yield pairs of datasets that have similar robustness properties.
A monotonically increasing transformation of X is a function f : X   D that can be written as 
ˆXX YXXˆˆn
Proof: The proof is given in the appendix.
In the example of the HDI, the normalized health, education, and income variables used however, it turns out that any allocation of the weight w across its associated dimensions will
14 The result on monotonic transformations would be true even if the initial weighting vectors were different. The role played by common-slope affine transformations is similar to assumptions used in social choice theory. See, for example, Blackorby, Donaldson, and Weymark (1984) . While transformations have been addressed in the literature on composite indices (see, for example, McGillivray and Norrbakhsh, 2007) , it is an important issue that is not sufficiently explored and as such is deserving of further research. 15 The first part of Theorem 1 will generate same prevalence value p(1) even if we use the dominance criterion proposed by Cherchye, Ooghe, and Puyenbroeck (2008) . For discussion of transformations in the context of human development indices, see Alkire and Foster (2010) .
do. We say u 0 is consistent with w 0 if, for each d = 1,…, D, the weight w on xd is equal to the sum of the kd entries in u 0 associated with fd(xd) = (xd, xd, …, xd). So for example, if D = 2 and f replicates each entry two times, then w 0 = (1/2, 1/2) is consistent with u 0 = (1/6, 1/3, 1/4, 1/4).
We have the following result. Proof: The proof is given in the appendix.
In other words, according to the theorem, appending copies of one or more existing variables leaves the comparisons and the robustness properties of a dataset unaffected, as long as the effective weight on each variable is unchanged. As an example, consider what would happen if the education variable in an HDI dataset were replicated to obtain a four variable dataset. Using equal weights of ¼ for the four dimensional dataset would likely alter rankings since this would, in effect, increase the aggregate weight on education. However, if the total weight on the two education variables is maintained at 1/3, say where each variable receives a weight of 1/6, then all comparisons and robustness levels would be the same as before.
One implication of this is that the number of variables per se does not have an independent impact on a dataset's robustness. In contrast, the empirical evidence provided by 
Increased Robustness and Statistical Association
What factors generally lead to greater robustness? At an intuitive level, the possibility of fully robust comparisons is related to the degree of correlation or association among the dimensional variables. For example, if two of the achievements are perfectly negatively correlated, so that when one rises, the second falls, then it is impossible for vector dominance and hence C1 to hold. On the other hand, if there is complete positive association between all variables, so that when any variable rises, all rise, then every achievement vector is comparable by vector dominance, and C1 is universally applicable. 16 We saw in Figure 1  0.053 as we move from largest to smallest number of dimensions. This is a useful way of restating a robustness property of datasets using more familiar terminology, while emphasizing the fundamental link between statistical association and robustness.
XXXXˆX
An alternative route makes use of the general notion of "increasing association" found in Boland and Proschan (1988) , among other sources. 19 We say that dataset Y is obtained from dataset by an association increasing rearrangement if for some x  x' we have: (a) neither x
In other words, the datasets are identical apart from a pair of non-comparable observations in that were made comparable in Y by placing all the higher values in one observation (the least upper bound) and all the lower values in another (the greatest lower bound). We have the following result.
Theorem 5: Suppose that the initial weighting vector is fixed. If dataset Y is obtained from dataset by a series of association increasing rearrangements, then the share p(1) of fully robust comparisons is higher for Y than for .
Proof:
The proof is given in the appendix.
One natural implication of the theorem is that an association increasing rearrangement must lead to a higher value for the coefficient of multivariate association . It is also easy to see that none of the pair-wise coefficients cd will fall, and that at least one will rise. Consequently, this form of transformation is especially useful for illustrating the connection between full robustness and multidimensional association.
Theorem 5 x does not survive the averaging underlying Cr. Since this example has two dimensions, it also follows that Theorem 3 applies, and Kendall's tau coefficient is higher in Y than . Consequently, p(r) can strictly fall when there is greater association, or when the tau coefficient between the two dimensions rises. While it is clear that p(1) is linked to association among variables, the specific mix of factors that determine the placement and shape of p(r) for r  (0,1) has yet to be determined.
ˆX

V. Robustness and Redundancy
The results of the previous section show that greater association increases the prevalence of fully robust comparisons and, in this sense, is a desirable attribute of a multidimensional dataset. There is an alternative literature that takes a rather different view of high positive association, and we will now briefly examine these arguments in light of our findings.
A number of previous studies have critiqued the HDI based on the statistical association between the three components used to construct the composite index (McGillivray 1991 (McGillivray , 2005 McGillivray and White 1993; Cahill 2005) . McGillivray (1991) , in particular, provided an argument based on a notion of "redundancy of composition", which arises when there is a strong positive correlation between a composite index and one of its components. Using the data from the UNDP (1990), McGillivray (1991) found that the Spearman rank correlation coefficient between the rankings generated by the per-capita GDP and the rankings generated by the HDI was 0.893. High redundancy of composition is considered to be an undesirable property on the grounds of parsimony: if a single component provides basically the same ranking as the composite index, why not use the former instead of the latter? A second argument invokes the notion of "multidimensionality" of the index: if each pair of component variables is highly correlated, then the index could hardly be characterized as multidimensional, and once again, a single dimension may be all that is needed.
The force of these arguments is mitigated somewhat by our robustness results. To be sure, when the variables are highly correlated in a given dataset, the index may well be tracked by a single component 20 and may act like a unidimensional measure; but the comparisons it makes will tend to be robust. Note that this favorable conclusion (like the critiques) is contingent on the actual dataset employed. At a different point in time, or over a specific subset of observations, 21 the correlations may be dramatically different and the conclusions could be reversed. So the terms "redundant", "multidimensional" and "robust" should not be associated with a given composite index, but rather jointly to the index and a specific dataset. In addition, once a robustness perspective is adopted, the parsimony or multidimensional arguments carry less force: if we replace the original variables with a single one, we lose all information on robustness, since a single variable always generates an unambiguous ranking.
There remains an interesting and unresolved tension between the need for a composite index to improve upon unidimensional alternatives and the desire for the comparisons it makes to be robust. This question has implications for the choice of a specific variable to represent a given dimension in practice. This choice should of course in principle be guided by theory. Yet theory will not necessarily guide the selection of a variable to measure achievement in a dimension. There are, for example, many different variables measuring health and education 20 It is easy to demonstrate formally that the higher the correlations between components on a composite index the higher will be the correlation between the index itself and any one of its components. 21 Suppose we are interested in the group of thirty least developed countries according to the HDI. The Kendall's tau rank correlation coefficients between the 2004 HDI and its three components are 0.18, 0.41, and 0.38, respectively, and the Kendall's tau coefficients between each pair of the three components are merely -0.31, -0.01, and 0.08. A similar pattern is found in other groups of interest.
status and a choice needs to be made between them if health and education dimensions are included in the index in question. Is it preferable to select a variable that has low correlation with the other variables to improve the multidimensional integrity of the index? Or might it be better to seek out a variable that has high correlation with the others to ensure more robust comparisons? Further guidance on how to address this tension lies beyond the scope of the present paper, but is an important area for future research. More generally, there is a strong case for design of composite indices to at least take some explicit account the properties of the variables under consideration for inclusion in the index in question as one of the criteria considered. It would appear from reading the literature that these properties are largely, if not totally, ignored.
VI. Conclusion
This paper has analyzed the robustness of rankings obtained from composite indices -the multidimensional indices that combine information on two or more component indices using a weighted average. It examined the empirical prevalence of robust comparisons for three wellknown and widely used indices: the Human Development Index, the Index of Economic
Freedom and the Environmental Performance Index. The rank robustness of the Human Development Index was found to be the highest, with 73% of pair-wise 1998 country rankings of this index being fully robust. The Environmental Performance Index was the least robust, with no more than 6.5% of its pair-wise rankings being fully robust. The paper then examined the link between various characteristics of the dataset and the prevalence of robust comparisons.
One characteristic found to be relevant was the statistical association among index components, what is it about the former composite indices and their datasets that produce a linear form?
Linearity ensures that, if consideration is restricted to comparisons that are not fully robust, the empirical distribution of robustness levels is approximately uniform. In other words, the robustness level r is also the share of these comparisons having a robustness of r or below, and the share of comparisons having, say, r = 0.95 or above is 1-r = 0.05. This is certainly a notable regularity, and it would be useful to identify its source. Additional structure on the nature of this association, such as is available with a copula, may be helpful in this regard.
Finally, this paper has focused on the rank robustness of a number of well-known
indices. Yet there are many more indices that receive very widespread attention in research and policy circles. In their recent Human Development Report (UNDP, 2010) , the UNDP has replaced the old indices with four new indices: the new Human Development Index, the Inequality-Adjusted Human Development Index (IHDI), the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) and the Gender Inequality Index (GII). Although the Foster et al. criterion proposed in this paper can be applied to some of these indices, but it may not be directly applicable to other measures such as the MPI and the GII. Future research could also examine the rank robustness of these indices, further developing robustness assessment techniques as appropriate for these tasks.
Proof of Theorem 5. given unchanged vector x". (i) Suppose that x" can be compared to both of x and x' using C1. The case where x C1 x" and x" C1 x' simultaneously hold is impossible, since it implies x ≥ x' in contradiction to (a) . Similarly the case where x' C1 x" and x" C1 x both apply contradicts x' ≥ x, and is likewise impossible. On the other hand, if x" C1 x and x" C1 x' hold, then x" ≥ x and x" ≥ x' must both be true, and hence x" >> x and x" >> x' since no two vectors in can have equal entries in a given dimension. By construction, then, y" >> y and y" >> y', which yields y" C1 y and y" C1 y', by the Corollary. Similarly, x' C1 x" and x C1 x" yields y' C1 y" and y C1 y", and so in all possible cases y" can be compared to both of y and y' using C1. Clearly, Y and have the same number of fully robust comparisons of this type.
(ii) Suppose that x" can be compared to exactly one of x and x' using C1. If the comparison is x C1 x", then x >> x" and hence by construction y >> y", which implies y C1 y". In a similar fashion, if the comparison is x' C1 x", then we also conclude y C1 y". Alternatively, if the comparison is x" C1 x, then x" >> x and hence by construction y" >> y', which implies y" C1 y'. By the same argument, if the comparison is x" C1 x', then we conclude y" C1 y' once again. So in each circumstance, y" can be compared to at least one of y and y' using C1 and hence Y has at least as many fully robust comparisons of this type as . (iii) Suppose that x" can be compared to neither of x and x' using C1. Then, trivially, has at least as many fully robust comparisons of this type as . Consequently, the number of fully robust comparisons across cases (i) to (iii) is at least as high for Y as for ; and given the original single comparison gain by Y over , it follows that p(1) must be strictly higher for than for . □ Ŷ
